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The Lake Superior Zoo participates in conservation initiatives
with the goals of enhancing our mission and maintaining
sustainable wildlife populations in their natural habitat.
Although we are a small zoo, we strive to make a significant
conservation impact through partnering with and
contributing to a variety of conservation organizations,
participating in SSP programs, implementing sustainable
practices, expanding education programs, and leading
conservation projects at the zoo and in the community. We
are committed to growing our investment in conservation
activities both in-situ and ex-situ through the annual
budget, fundraising strategies, professional development for
our staff, and more.



Overall Conservation Approach
Current Initiatives and Programs

Green Practices
Solar Hot Water Heating System
The animal barn solar thermal water heating system was installed in 2003 and is comprised of
solar tubes and water storage tanks. It is a closed-loop system in which six 84” x 80” collector
panels—each containing eight evacuated vacuum tubes—affixed to the south wall of our barn are
heated by the sun. A sealed glycol-filled piping system circulates heated water from the tubes
throughout integral heat exchangers located inside two 80-gallon stainless steel hot water
storage tanks, heating fresh water being supplied from city utilities. The circulation is facilitated
with a low draw 110-volt circulating pump.

The solar heating system produces zero greenhouse gases and provides up to 60 percent of the
required hot water load of 300 gallons per day for the animal barn complex. This produces hot
water with equivalent energy savings of 5,256 kilowatt hours per year, equating to over 6 tons of
greenhouse gas emissions avoided each year. The system also contributes to reduced energy
costs for the entire facility because the only onsite energy consumption is the low-draw 110-volt
circulating pump. Without this solar heating system, two commercial gas or electric-powered
water heaters would need to be used to heat water.

Prior to the installation of the solar heating system, the barn did not have hot water. Once the
system was installed, zoo staff had access to both running water and hot water in the animal barn
year-round, substantially improving the ability of staff and volunteers to clean and sanitize the
barn complex, chicken coop, equipment, tools, and utensils; bathe animals; facilitate interactions
between animals and visitors; and ensure the health and safety of animals, staff, volunteers, and
visitors.

Photovoltaic Charging Station
The zoo houses a photovoltaic (PV) shelter with a set of PV panels situated to create the power
required to charge the electric Zoo Train. The size of the PV system is approximately 12’ x 30’ (20-
100 watt PV panels) for a total of two kilowatts of PV panels with a four kilowatt grid intertie
inverter. By using grid intertie, no batteries are required and maximum usage of the solar
resource is allowed. The energy and greenhouse gas emission savings totals 3,084 kilowatt hours
a year, and ten tons of greenhouse gasses a year, respectively. An interpretive sign describes our
PV panels and visitors can move an interactive solar-powered carousel to see how it spins using
energy from the sun.

Tiger Deck
The deck has been outfitted with a GreenGrid® roofing system. The plants on the deck naturally
transform heat and soil moisture into humidity, cooling the building directly below in warm
weather. Conversely, in the cooler Duluth weather, the green roof provides added thermal mass
to the building’s roof to help keep the building warm. This simple feature is helping the zoo save
money on heating and cooling costs, as well as using less energy and use of non-renewable
resources. The tables on the Tiger Deck are made from 100% polyethylene that is converted from
recycled milk jugs. Each table kept 2,670 milk jugs out of landfills. The Lake Superior Zoo currently
has six recycled tables that kept 16,020 milk jugs out of landfills.



Current Initiatives and Programs

Green Practices
Vegetable Gardens
In 2012 the zoo received a grant from The National Gardening Association and Home Depot to
build vegetable gardens that provide produce for our animals’ diets. Our teen Zoo Crew program
takes a significant leadership role in maintaining and harvesting the gardens in the summer. The
gardens are filled with leafy greens, squash, peppers, peas, beans and corn—foods our animals eat
on a regular basis. The gardens help us supplement our animals’ diets with fresh, organic foods,
save on grocery bills, and cut down on energy consumption related to the refrigeration and
shipment of food from hundreds of miles away.

Equipment Updates
The Lake Superior Zoo has made an effort to replace incandescent light bulbs throughout the zoo
with cost saving, energy efficient LED and fluorescent bulbs. Areas that have been switched
include the Onsgard Classroom, Griggs Learning Center, Black Crested Mangabey exhibit, Tiger’s
Paw Gift Shop, Australia Oceania building, and areas of the Animal Care Center. The boiler in the
Primate Conservation Center, the furnace in the Nocturnal building and the furnace in the
Australia Oceania building have also been replaced with newer, more efficient equipment. A new
and more efficient water heater in the Main building was purchased and installed in 2021.

Empties4Cash
The Lake Superior Zoo partners with Empties4Cash, a recycling and remanufacturing company
that collects empty and used ink cartridges. Ink cartridges that are not reusable are recycled to
help reduce environmental pollution and landfill waste. Cartridges that are reusable are
remanufactured and sold at a reduced price. Empties4Cash donates the profits from recycled ink
cartridges to non-profit and charitable organizations.

Administrative Initiatives
All Lake Superior Zoo departments make an effort to limit the amount of paper being used in
copiers and printers. In an attempt to reduce paper waste, employees print on both sides of the
paper or use previously one-sided paper for as many printing projects as possible. We also rely
heavily on email to reduce the amount of paper we use.

The office employees at the Lake Superior Zoo strive to be responsible stewards of the
environment by engaging in the following eco-friendly activities: turning off unused electronics,
conveniently placing recycling and compost bins on grounds, recycling office supplies, promoting
the use of reusable dishes or offering biodegradable/recyclable options, purchasing
biodegradable supplies or items made with post-consumer recycled content, and supporting
local businesses and fair-trade products.

Preschool Composting Program and Curriculum
Students at the Lake Superior Zoo School, our nature-based preschool, will be introduced to a
composting program in curriculum beginning in 2022. Preschool staff have participated in
professional development opportunities through Natural Start Alliance and Dishing Up Local
Foods with Farm to CACFP. The curriculum will include sorting activities followed by composting
options for observation and spring planting. The preschool gardens will grow foods that may be
added to children's snacks at school and/or taken home to enjoy with their families.



Current Initiatives and Programs
Key Partnerships and Projects

1854 Treaty Authority
Since 2015, the zoo has partnered with the 1854 Treaty Authority, an inter-tribal natural resource
management organization, to remove invasive plants such as buckthorn, Queen Anne's lace,
tansy, Amur maple, honeysuckle, and Japanese knotweed. The zoo recruits volunteers and Treaty
Authority staff help them identify and remove the plants from zoo grounds.

Kingsbury Creek Water Monitoring and Restoration
Kingsbury Creek, a designated trout stream that flows through the zoo, has been listed by the
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency as “impaired for aquatic invertebrates and fish.” The zoo is
partnering with several organizations to restore and monitor the water quality of the creek. The
University of Minnesota-Duluth’s Natural Resources Research Institute (NRRI) installed a Stream
Monitoring Unit to measure dissolved oxygen, specific conductivity (salt concentration), pH, and
temperature. The zoo’s summer teen Zoo Crew program participates in the Minnesota Pollution
Control Agency’s (MPCA) Citizen Stream-Monitoring Program (CSMP) by taking weekly
measurements of stream transparency, water level, and temperature. This project is connected to
a project being conducted by the Lake Superior Coldwater Coalition in partnership with the
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources. The goal of that project is to “Restore fish passage
by creating a natural channel through the existing impoundment when MNDOT replaces the
Grand Avenue culvert. Restoration of connectivity and stream banks would allow for increased
educational programming related to the stream environment, as well as potentially allowing the
addition of angling programming for youth/families.”

Butterfly Gardens
In 2015 a local Boy Scout and his troop worked with the zoo to build a butterfly garden to promote
conservation of the monarch butterfly, a species facing a 90 percent population decline. The
garden hosts a variety of butterfly specific plants including milkweed, which is critical to the
butterflies’ survival. Interpretive signs teach visitors about the monarch’s life cycle and what they
can do to contribute to conservation efforts. The garden is certified as an official “Monarch
Waystation” through MonarchWatch.org.

Certified Wildlife Habitat Gardens
In 2021 the zoo worked with our horticulture volunteers to get three of our gardens certified as
wildlife habitats through the National Wildlife Federation. We are now providing food, water,
cover, and places to raise young to the wild animals that live or pass through zoo grounds. We
also engage in sustainable practices for these certified spaces such as soil and water conservation,
controlling invasive species, and organic methods.

Sustainability in Science Museums Fellowship Program
In 2017 LSZoo Education Director Sarah Wilcox was selected for the Sustainability in Science
Museums Fellowship Program at Arizona State University. Through this program, she gained an
in-depth understanding of sustainability concepts/frameworks, heard from ASU scientists helping
solve complex environmental problems, and met museum educators from around the world. The
program included funding that allowed Wilcox to team up with animal care specialists to create
an interactive display to improve awareness of and fund raising for in-situ conservation efforts.
The display, “Coins for Conservation,” educates and inspires positive actions toward three
environmental issues that are negatively impacting animals and their habitats.



Current Initiatives and Programs

World Wildlife Day 2019 - featured local artist's Sharpie creations of endangered species
World Snake Day 2018 - highlighted the snakes who live at the Zoo and conservation impact
Party for the Planet 2018 -$1 from every ticket donated to the Snow Leopard Trust)
World Lion Day 2019 - Partnered with Marcus Theaters for the Lion King movie release

Turtle Survival Alliance - $131.77
Mexican Wolf Fund - $253.73

The Peregrine Fund - $373.77
Felid TAG - $213.96
Big Island RC&D Council - $215.40
Minnesota Zoo Tiger Conservation Campaign - $183.94

Events and Conservation Fund Raising
At every opportunity, the zoo incorporates fund raisers that support field research

programs and ecosystem preservation into special events and messaging.

Party for the Planet
In 2019 and 2021, Lake Superior Zoo received grants from AZA for Party for the Planet: Spring Into
Action. In 2019, sixty teens and zoo members removed 400 pounds of trash from the trails and
shores of Kingsbury Creek, which flows through the zoo and into Lake Superior. Afterwards,
volunteers enjoyed a free dinner and free admission to the zoo’s Party for the Planet event, which
included live music, animal presentations, fire dancing, upcycled crafts, and a campfire with free
s’mores and hot chocolate. During Earth Week 2021 (April 18-24) 297 community members (62
groups) registered to participate by cleaning up litter in their own neighborhoods. Twenty groups
borrowed clean-up kits that included a bucket, trash picker, and garbage bags and 50 groups
picked up Party for the Planet activity kits. A survey after the event demonstrated that at least 149
people participated by cleaning up 75.5 miles over 85.5 hours.

The 2021 event included recruiting additional community members to contribute to a tree
fundraiser, invasive plant removal, and sprucing up some gardens. The online fundraiser ($530
raised) helped the zoo plant new trees to replace those lost to Emerald Ash Borer and provide
browse for animals. The 1854 Treaty Authority assisted zoo volunteers with removing 239 invasive
plant species from 0.4 acres of the Zoo School playscape. And three zoo gardens were certified by
NWF’s Certified Wildlife Habitat Program thanks to the work of zoo horticulture volunteers.

Earth Tracks (2011-2019)
This annual spring event was held to teach interested school groups about wildlife, research, and
conservation actions we can take to make a difference for wildlife here and around the world.
Wildlife biologists, naturalists, and environmental educators from across the region set up 15-20
hands-on activity stations throughout the zoo. 

Other Events

"Wishing Well" Donations
The zoo has “wishing wells” dedicated to collecting donations for several organizations. Since
2018, the following amounts have been collected:

Coins for Conservation
This interactive display raises funds for three conservation organizations. Since 2018, the following
amounts have been collected:



Current Initiatives and Programs
Conservation Education

Educational Programs
Conservation education programming is one of the most effective ways the zoo fulfills its mission.
Participants receive close-up, hands-on experiences with animals, helping them feel empathy,
respect, and concern for that animal and others like it. Emotional engagement combined with
conservation messages help inspire audiences to improve the world for animals and people. The
goal of our educational programming is to improve participants’ knowledge of and attitudes
about animals and conservation.

To accomplish this goal, zoo educators and volunteers strive to incorporate age-appropriate
conservation messages into all educational programming. We developed our messages based on
AZA’s conservation messages, the themes/topics of our programs, the animals in our care, and
current conservation issues each species faces in the wild. Our six-page conservation messages
document has three sections: general conservation messages, the roles of zoos and aquariums in
conservation, and ambassador animal-specific conservation messages. The section on
ambassador animal-specific conservation messages summarizes each ambassador animal’s
population status in the wild, threats to its population, and what people can do to help the
survival of the species. Our tour script contains conservation messages for our exhibit animals.

Education Partnerships
The Lake Superior Zoo partners with a number of local organizations with similar missions for
conservation education programming. In the past we have collaborated with the Great Lakes
Aquarium and Hawk Ridge Bird Observatory on many presentations and day camps. For about 15
years we coordinated an annual environmental education event called “Earth Tracks” to bring
together numerous organizations including Fond du Lac Reservation, International Wolf Center,
Iron River National Fish Hatchery, Midwest Peregrine Society, Minnesota DNR, Minnesota Sea
Grant, South St. Louis Soil & Water Conservation District, St. Louis River Alliance, Superior National
Forest Service, UW-Superior Lake Superior Research Institute, and Western Lake Superior
Sanitary District. This event taught hundreds of school children about wildlife, research, and
conservation actions they can take through hands-on learning activities led by partnering
organizations and zoo educators.

Other organizations who have partnered with the zoo on conservation education programming
in recent years include: Altrusa International, Autism Society of Minnesota, Boys and Girls Clubs of
the Northland, Donald Weesner Foundation, Duluth Superior Community Area Foundation, Irving
Community Association, Kulture City, Lloyd K. Johnson Foundation, National Association of
Interpretation-Heartland Region, Northland Foundation, University of MN Duluth, Woodland Park
Zoo.

Exhibit and Interpretive Signage
Signs at each animal's habitat include an element of conservation-based messaging. Signs are
designed to enhance visitor understanding of the animals they are observing and contain
information such as the animal’s taxonomic identification, range, diet, conservation status, SSP
participation (if relevant), and interesting facts about its natural history. The zoo also actively
partners with the Paly Foundation to display conservation-based interpretive signage for gray
wolves, pollinators, and Amur tigers on a seasonal basis.



Current Initiatives and Programs

Snow Leopard Trust- Conservation program that empowers women who participate in
educational programs to educate their communities on the importance of snow leopards and
how to live cohesively. 
Ef*Ivory- Tagua products are an ivory alternative produced using FAIR TRADE practices that
encourage local economies in South America to foster a respect for the rain forest while
protecting elephants from illegal ivory trade. 
Mr. Ellie Pooh- 100% recycled, fair trade elephant dung paper products that uses 44% less
energy, produces 38% less greenhouse gas emissions, 41% less particulate emissions, 50% less
water, 49% less solid waste and 100% less forest destruction. They also partner with Wildlife
Alliance to protect endangered and trafficked wildlife and their habitats. 
SS Handcraft- A group of fair-trade artisans who create marble stone turtles that support
ocean conservation through the Turtleman Foundation. 
Bare Honey- Raising awareness and funds for the growing needs of pollinators, while also
supporting renewable energy through solar farming. 

Green Tree Jewelry- Sustainable line of wood and bamboo jewelry that comes from Certified
FSC suppliers. 
One Tree Mission- Committed to reforesting wildlife habitats and reforesting the earth by
planting one tree for each bracelet purchased. Bracelets are made out of renewable resources
and hung on 100% recycled biodegradable paper. 
Dusty City- Eco friendly, biodegradable, and sustainably sourced products help keep vinyl out
of waterways and uses 88% less energy to create. 
Clover Valley Candles- 100% all natural, non-toxic, biodegradable and environmentally safe soy
wax candles. 
Wildlife Artists- Eco Pals plush line supports environmental and conservation efforts with the
removal of plastic eyes, hangtags, pellets, whiskers, glitter, sequins and plastic bags. 
Wild Republic- committed to nature and conservation, they proactively strive to be as
environmentally friendly and ethically responsible with reusable packaging, phthalate free
non-toxic materials and sustainable resources. 
Shor Products- Beeswax alternative products that replace single use plastic. 
Conscious Step-Supports communities and the environment through likeminded
organizations such as Oceana, Conservation International, Trees for the Future, and Australia
Wildlife Warriors while also practicing mindful manufacturing with organic, fair trade, and
certified vegan cotton.
Que- A plastic bottle alternative, these reusable 100% food-grade silicone bottles are reducing
the carbon footprint of shipping while the company gives back 10% of profits to the Rainforest
Trust to protect land in the Peruvian Amazon Rainforest. 
Shell Creek Sellers- Reusable stainless steel straws reduce the environmental impact of single
use plastic. 
Stone Age Arts- Fair trade organization that produces art from organic, sustainable, recycled,
or natural materials harvested in an ecological way. 

Guest Experience Initiatives
The Lake Superior Zoo’s gift shop has partnered with sustainable like-minded

companies to further our mission in conservation. 
 

Protecting Wildlife: 

Protecting Environment:



Current Initiatives and Programs

Women of the Cloud Forest- Fair Trade Certified offering ethical opportunities for families in
Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Ecuador, and Peru.
Minga Fair Tarde Imports- Committed to creating networks that foster financial stability for
creative entrepreneurs around the world by partnering with mindful retailers dedicated to fair
trade. 
Swahili African Modern- Fair trade company working directly with artisans in Africa to create
reliable, fair, and sustainable incomes for families and their communities. Jewelry is made
from sustainable, natural grass beads.
Arts of Ecuador- not-for-profit, fair trade business aiding families to a better life through
sustainable, eco-friendly handmade goods that support education funds for the artists
children. 
Acacia Creations- Committed to paying fair wages and creating safe, dignified, and joy-filled
working conditions while using natural sustainable materials.
Global Mamas- Member of the World Fair Trade Organization, and Fair-Trade Federation
provides the African Women in their network the primary beneficiaries of proceeds from
product sales. 
Lucuma- Fair trade federation and 1% for the planet member, Lucuma supports
environmentally projects while supporting indigenous communities through art and
education. 
Earth Divas- Fair trade organization that is focused on providing women in developing works
opportunities to earn decent wages.

Guest Experience Initiatives Continued
 

Protecting Humanity: 

Sustainable Train
Our train experience is environmentally friendly, powered by a silent electric motor that
economically runs on recyclable batteries that last 2-3 years.

Paperless Maps
By eliminating paper maps and going 100% digital we’ve reduced deforestation, CO2 emissions,
and our carbon footprint. 

Plants for Conservation
The Lake Superior Zoo has initiated a plant program in which we grow and sell our plants here at
the zoo. Plants for sale are sold in a recyclable reused primate diet can. Profits go towards
continuing to grow the program and furthering the zoo’s mission in conservation.

Event Initiatives
ECO-EGGS, palm-oil free candy, solar lights, compostable cutlery, reusable and recycled
decorations, event maps are now digital only, advance tickets are now digital to reduce paper
waste and carbon footprint. We’ve also partnered with local artists to raise funds for several
conservation and wildlife organizations including Zoo Victoria Wildlife Warriors, World Wildlife
Federation, Frog Watch, Bat Conservation International, Starry Skies Duluth, Equilibrium, and
UMD Sustainability. 



Current Initiatives and Programs

Green Seal certified paper products composed of 100% recyclable materials, which are EPA
compliant and compostable. 
ECOLOGO and USDA certified bio-based hand cleaning products that help reduce up to 45%
on water consumption. 
Green Seal, ECOLOGO and Green Guard certified cleaning products with lowest chemical
emissions and reduced environmental impact with the use of naturally renewable
biodegradable resources such as vinegar and sugars.

Sugarcane plates and bowls are made from renewable and reclaimed resources, meet
compost standards, and BPI certified. 
Hot Cups and bowls are made from renewable resources with a plant-based liner and are
compostable. Hot cup sleeves are also made from 100% recyclable content and compostable.
Cold Cups and Cold/Hot Lids are made of renewable plant-based compostable resources.
Utensils are made from renewable plant based compostable resources.
Paper Straws are made from 100% renewable plant based compostable resources. 
Napkins are not only compostable but contain at least 30% of recycled fiber and meet
Sustainable Forestry Initiative Certification standards. 
Single use plastic bottle consumption has been minimized and we are working with partners
such as SNAPPLE who are focusing on bottles being made out of 100% recycled plastic, using
75% less energy and eliminating the need to create 600 million new plastic bottles every year.
Bottles are also made with 80% less material and are recyclable too. 
We’ve increased our aluminum can options creating a more renewable opportunity.
Aluminum cans use natural resources for production, decompose quicker, are recyclable
without limits, have a smaller carbon footprint, and keep micro-plastics out of our oceans. 
Eco-friendly biodegradable food safe paper bags replaced souvenir kid's meal bags.

Guest Experience Initiatives Continued
Environmentally Responsible Cleaning Supplies
The Lake Superior Zoo has spent the last three years redeveloping the custodial department and
ensuring that the products being used are environmentally responsible. 

Conservation Based Café
The Lake Superior Zoo’s café is committed to using products that are eco-friendly and safe. Over
80% of hard goods used in the café are comprised of sustainable plant-based products, some with
Biodegradable Product Institute Certification. 



Overall Conservation Approach
AZA Program Participation

The Lake Superior Zoo participates in every SSP and TAG that
pertains to an animal in our care.

African Lion
Amur Tiger
Angolan Colobus
Bennett’s Wallaby
Brush-Tailed Bettong
Burrowing Owl
Cabot’s Tragopan
Callimico
Cape Porcupine
Chinese Goral
Cotton-top Tamarin
Eurasian Eagle-owl
Kinkajou
Laughing Kookaburra 
Linne’s Two-toed Sloth
Mexican Wolf
North American Porcupine

North American River Otter
Pallas’ Cat
Prehensile-tailed Porcupine
Prehensile-tailed Skink
Pygmy Slow Loris
Red Kangaroo
Red-Billed Blue Magpie
Red-crested Turaco
Ring-railed Lemur 
Six Banded Armadillo
Snow Leopard
Southern Three-Banded Armadillo
Spectacled Owl
Spiny Turtle
Straw-Colored Fruit Bat
Swift Fox
White-naped Crane

One staff member holds a leadership role within AZA. Lizzy Larson, Assistant
Director of Animal Management, is on the steering committee for the Parrot TAG.



Program Name Staff Member

Amphibian TAG Megan Torgerson

Aquatic Invertebrate TAG Megan Torgerson

Armadillo Six-banded SSP Bethany Wright

Armadillo Southern Three-banded SSP Megan Torgerson

Bat Straw-colored Fruit SSP Bethany Wright

Bat TAG Bethany Wright

Bear TAG Lizzy Larson

Bettong Brush-tailed Cassandra Siirila

Callimico SSP Hannah Remington

Caprinae TAG Jessica Phoenix

Cat Pallas' Bethany Wright

Chelonian TAG Cassandra Siirila

Colobus Angolan SSP Megan Torgerson

Coraciiformes TAG Megan Torgerson

Crane White-naped SSP Jessica Phoenix

Deer (Cervid/Tragulid) TAG Jessica Phoenix

AZA Program Participation Continued

Lake Superior Zoo AZA Institutional Representatives



Program Name Staff Member

Equid TAG Jessica Phoenix

Felid TAG Lizzy Larson

Fox Swift Megan Torgerson

Goral Chinese SSP Jessica Phoenix

Kangaroo Red SSP Cassandra Siirila

Kinkajou SSP Zack Anderson

Kookaburra Laughing SSP Cassandra Siirila

Lemur Ring-tailed SSP Emily Perala

Leopard Snow SSP Dr. Louis Beyea

Lion SSP Lizzy Larson

Lizard TAG Cassandra Siirila

Loris Pygmy Slow SSP Bethany Wright

Magpie Red-billed Blue SSP Jessica Phoenix

Marine Fishes TAG Megan Torgerson

New World Primate TAG Hannah Remington

Old World Monkey TAG Hannah Remington

AZA Program Participation Continued

Lake Superior Zoo AZA Institutional Representatives



Program Name Staff Member

Otter North American River SSP Emily Perala

Owl Burrowing SSP Bethany Wright

Owl Eurasian Eagle SSP Bethany Wright

Owl Spectacled SSP Bethany Wright

Pangolin Aardvark Xenarthra Bethany Wright

Parrot TAG Lizzy Larson

Porcupine Cape and Crested SSP Bethany Wright

Porcupine North American SSP Jessica Phoenix

Prosimian TAG Emily Perala

Raptor TAG Megan Torgerson

Rodent Insectivore Lagomorph TAG Daniel Johnson

Sloth Linne's Two-toed SSP Zack Anderson

Small Carnivore TAG Emily Perala

Snake TAG Jessica Phoenix

Tamarin Cotton-top SSP Emily Perala

Terrestrial Invertebrate TAG Megan Torgerson

AZA Program Participation Continued

Lake Superior Zoo AZA Institutional Representatives



Program Name Staff Member

Tiger Amur SSP Cassandra Siirila

Tragopan Cabot's SSP Jessica Phoenix

Turaco Red-crested SSP Megan Torgerson

Turtle Spiny SSP Cassandra Siirila

Wallaby Bennett's SSP Cassandra Siirila

Wolf Mexican SSP Cassandra Siirila

AZA Program Participation Continued

Lake Superior Zoo AZA Institutional Representatives



Overall Conservation Approach
Program Evaluation

The effectiveness of the Lake Superior Zoo’s conservation efforts are evaluated in
several ways:

Monetary/Funds Raised
The amount of money collected through various fundraising efforts is the most common metric
used for determining event effectiveness. Funds collected translate directly to monies given to
various conservation organizations, therefore any monetary collection is considered a success. 

Attendance
Attendance is also a measure of conservation initiative effectiveness. For our conservation events,
behind-the-scenes tours, and education programs, attendance figures inform us of the amount of
people receiving a conservation message, and therefore add a quantitative value to the employee
time spent on such programs.

Education Program Evaluation
The Education Department evaluates the effectiveness of their conservation programs using
several instruments: observations, verbal feedback, electronic surveys, and paper surveys.
Measures also include tracking data such as the number of programs delivered and program
attendance. Data is gathered from program participants and participants’ teachers and parents
(where applicable). Data is tracked and analyzed throughout the program for both formative and
summative evaluation purposes. Results are used to improve existing programs and inform the
development of new programs. Details about education program evaluation can be found in
section EI-9.

Sustainability
Moving towards sustainability is an important part of our zoo’s conservation initiatives, and both
cost and material savings are good indicators for effectiveness. While we don’t currently have a
staff person dedicated to tracking and analyzing these metrics, we know that are our efforts are
reducing energy costs, water use, and waste production.  



Conservation Plan Objectives and Tactics

Objective: Elevate Conservation Foundation with Expanded Participation
Build and Foster Local and Regional Partnerships

By FY23, build two new relationships with conservation organizations
Foster existing connections with:

Hawk Ridge
Great Lakes Aquarium
City of Duluth
Hartley Nature Center
St. Louis River Alliance

By Q2 2022, re-establish Conservation Committee (formerly known as Green Team)
Review conservation plan elements and update as needed

Meetings held quarterly at a minimum
Complete program evaluation
Review potential opportunities and projects
Discuss topics relevant to our mission and conservation plan

Provide helpful resources to department directors as necessary
Engage in capacity building strategies to provide staff with ample opportunities to
participate in conservation research and field programs

Review current staffing levels and identify obstacles to participation
By Q4 2022, distribute digital survey to staff for conservation program feedback and
ideas 

Conservation is a key element of our mission, values, and at the heart of
everything we do at the Lake Superior Zoo. We are committed to
expanding our participation in the current initiatives we participate in to
elevate our foundation in conservation. We will also identify new
opportunities and causes to champion through capacity building
exercises, partnerships, and planning efforts.

Elevate Conservation Foundation with Expanded Participation



Conservation Plan Objectives and Tactics

Objective: Enhanced Conservation Awareness and Communications
At the Zoo

By Q2 FY2023, design and construct zoo-wide historical exhibit
Associated Goal Exhibit Features:

Conservation messaging for local wildlife (communications)
Conservation initiatives at the Zoo (awareness)
Importance of AZA Accreditation (awareness & communications)

By Q3 FY2023, design and complete “Immersive Nature Experiences at the Lake Superior
Zoo” Project

Funded through Woodland Park Zoo Empathy Grant
Associated Goal Project Features:

Nature trail restoration – provide all people with the opportunity to be side by side
with nature
Interpretive signage - empathy-based signage that focuses on native flora and
fauna, benefits of nature play, and regional conservation topics.

Exhibit and interpretive signage
Gift Shop Merch and Info
Audio Tour

Digital Platforms
By Q4 FY2022, develop YouTube video marketing strategy to promote conservation to a
new audience
Continue to engage in speaking opportunities to inform the community on the Zoo’s
conservation programs
Activate media partners to tell our conservation story and elevate regional conservation
issues and topics to their audiences
Include at least two social media posts per week with conservation related content
By Q2 FY2023, develop a comprehensive companion guide hosted on the zoo’s website
highlighting conservation initiatives, SSP and SAFE participation, and rescued animals

Exhibit signage to include QR codes to direct visitors to content
Promote on social media, earned media, and owned platforms

Outside of the Zoo
Outreach programs

By Q3 2022, hire an Outreach Programs Manager to serve as the lead educator for
zoomobiles, community events, and conservation projects

Identify and pursue partnerships with local organizations with complimentary missions
and goals
Include conservation-based messaging in all speaking opportunities with local groups

Our conservation efforts can be amplified through enhancing awareness
and utilizing integrated communication tactics. We aspire to be a thought
leader in the region when it comes to conservation, wildlife, and wild
places. The zoo has a wide variety of mediums to harness for conservation
communications both on and off grounds.

 

Enhanced Conservation Awareness and Communications



Conservation Plan Objectives and Tactics

Objective: Sustainable Conservation Funding
Analyze and update annual budget conservation allocation

By Q2 2022, develop a plan to allocate 2021 residuals to one to three field research
projects.
By Q3 2022, identify three potential sponsors, corporations, or donors to incorporate
yearly monetary support for field research and local conservation efforts for staff to
participate in.
By Q3 2023, commit to dedicating a percentage of all gate revenue to signature
conservation efforts for FY 2024 budget.

Allocate funds to one annual campaign to a conservation project at the zoo
Conservation Committee will create a list of potential projects to be considered by the
senior team.

Increase opportunities for guests to donate directly to select conservation organizations
Create inspiring content and signage for exhibits and social media to drive donations.
Prioritize endangered and threatened species.

We know that the success of our conservation efforts and the ability to
support other organizations and projects is grounded in sustainable
funding sources dedicated to conservation. Through thoughtful planning
and new fundraising efforts, the zoo can increase participation in both ex
situ and in situ conservation programs.

 

Sustainable Conservation Funding


